Sitting Wind - the life of Stoney Indian Chief Frank Kaquitts

Jun 1, 1980. This is the story of the fascinating and challenging life of Stoney Chief Frank Kaquitts - Sitting Wind. It includes his time as an actor, when he played Sitting Bull opposite Paul Newman in the 1976 movie, 'Buffalo Bill and the Indians'.


Peter Marinus Jonker
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The song and the silence: Sitting Wind - the life of Stoney Indian Chief Frank Kaquitts. This is the story of the fascinating and challenging life of Chief Frank Kaquitts-Sitting Wind. It includes his time as an actor, when he played Sitting Bull opposite Paul Newman in 'Buffalo Bill and the Indians'.
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The song and the silence, Sitting Wind, the Life of Stoney Indian Chief Frank Kaquitts. The song and the silence, Sitting Wind, the Life of Stoney Indian Chief Frank Kaquitts, Peter Jonker.


It was a copy of The Song and the Silence: Sitting Wind, a biography by Peter Jonker. The song and the silence: Sitting Wind - the life of Stoney Indian Chief Frank Kaquitts, Peter Jonker.
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